Because organizations will
be asking more of their leaders
—not less.
Advance Praise for Intelligent Leadership:
I give Intelligent Leadership the highest recommendation for its
extraordinary information . . . delivered with excitement.
—Ali Al-Banna, Executive Manager, Pitman Training, Kingdom of Bahrain

John Mattone taps into his years of experience to help leaders become
the best leaders they can be.
—Marshall Goldsmith, author of 31 books including The New York Times bestsellers
MOJO and What Got You Here Won’t Get You There

[This] is an innovative book that provides a powerful leadership
development roadmap. John Mattone’s strategies and models have
tremendous practical applicability for leadership development in today’s
fast-paced business environment.
—Dan Hoeyer, Founder & CEO, Business Educators, LLC

John Mattone is the real deal. This is a crucial book for anyone
preparing the next level of leadership for long-term organizational
success.
—Karen Kemp, Manager of Instructional Design and Customer Success,
Blackbaud, Inc.
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I

t’s no secret that strong organizations have strong leaders. But in today’s increasingly volatile, globalized
economy, the need for executives who can collaborate, inspire, and motivate is more acute than ever. And it is
a need you will be well-prepared to meet after reading Intelligent Leadership. Author John Mattone was
recently named to the prestigious Thinkers50 “Guru Radar,” and in his most essential book yet, he reveals his key
insights for unlocking and unleashing greatness in yourself and your teams.
Intelligent Leadership first analyzes “outer-core” competencies including decision-making, emotional
leadership, communication, and talent leadership. Mattone arranges these in the Leadership Wheel of Success™,
an innovative diagram that shows how your fundamentals of character and self-concept translate into your
actions. From there, the book delves into the “inner-core” elements that hold the keys to maximizing your
strengths and overcoming your weaknesses.

Going deeper, the Map identifies nine specific types of leader, challenging you to examine your own style,
strengths, and weaknesses. By examining all nine in depth, Intelligent Leadership establishes itself as the most
thorough and nuanced guide ever to this critical discipline. After reading the book and practicing the
supplemental exercises Mattone provides, you will have a customized roadmap that will prepare you to become a
more effective, strategic, and operationally focused leader
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